


Beyond Time.

Before myTh.

Lies a Land of chaos.

Where man’s greaTesT fear WiLL Be Born...





Premise:
This show is set in 15th century Romania and focuses on the origin of Dracula and his transformation 
into a self-hating antihero. This untold origin story will mix the historical myth with classical tales and 

be depicted in the vein of Game of Thrones, Spartacus and The Tudors.

We will first show Dracula as a young warrior king of Wallachia who is turned into the world’s FIRST 
VAMPIRE, a good man who unintentionally spreads his curse to other people, and soon enough… a 
number of vampires have spread throughout the land. Dracula has to become a hero as he struggles 
to halt the spread of mayhem and death, and rebels against the mysterious order that created him and 

their plan to use his power to build an evil empire.

Dracula becomes an outcast, a fallen king living in the shadows under different aliases. On top of 
this, he will be hunted by humankind, personified by Van Helsing, a man obsessed with destroying 
him. Dracula becomes a mysterious, misunderstood presence… some think he’s a monster, some a 
hero… He becomes a Dark Knight-like crusader in a land ravaged by war, conspiracy, and supernatural 
forces… because only a monster can defeat true evil. This is a visionary transformation of one of the 

world’s most iconic villains into a heroic new legend.

A new TV-series with a fresh twist on the legendary villain.
Violent, sexy and action packed, Dracula will be painted with an ultra-stylized brush and the 

gripping drama that will build the foundation for one of the most haunting and timeless char-
acters we have ever known.



VLad dracuLa

Warrior King of Wallachia

Contrary the legends of Vlad the Impaler, Dracula is a good man who would do anything for his 
country. It is this selflessness that leads him to be cursed forever at the hands of the mysterious 
Order of the Dragon. Even then, Dracula refuses to abandon his commitment to his people and 
becomes a crusader, fighting to eradicate the disease that began with him and put a stop to the 
evil plans of the Order that betrayed him. At first fueled by revenge, he will eventually realize that 

he can use dark powers to serve a greater good for the people... and become a true hero.



anna

Dracula’s Childhood Love

Lovely and vivacious she sees past Dracula’s horrifying transformation and will eventually break 
down the walls he builds around himself. She will become Dracula’s primary love interest.
Eventually it is revealed that she is a part of an underground resistance/opposi-
tion to the Order. She will convince Dracula to join and eventually lead the cause. 
She will be the one to convince him that his power can be used for the greater good.



corina

Dracula’s Ambitious Wife

Seemingly kind and loving, she appears to be a fitting queen for the selfless warrior king. But she 
has buried an equal amount of secrets from Dracula as he from her. She has her own goals that 
Dracula’s change only impedes. Not able to accept Dracula for what he has become, she begins 

trying to find a way to banish her marriage... through whatever means is necessary.



fane

Leader of the Dragon Order

Ruthless and hungry for power. Though at odds with Dracula, Fane will continue to try to get him 
to join the Order and fulfill his destiny.

The Order of the Dragon, hundreds of years old, was one of a number of forgotten chivalric 
brotherhoods that arose in Central and Eastern Europe in the Late Middle Ages. Founded in the 
late 14th Century by the Holy Roman Emperor Sigismund I, the Order has earnt itself a place as 
a sinister footnote in the blood and iron history of the conflict between East and West. For gen-
erations they have been behind the scenes, influencing society and the government. They have 

a plan for Dracula and the world, but the nature of said plan is not immediately clear.



Van heLsing

Priest of the Catholic Church

This mysterious stranger, well-versed in the occult and dark arts, comes to Wallachia to probe the 
strange deaths plaguing the city. At first, Van Helsing sees things as black and white: he believes 
Dracula is a monster and mercilessly hunts him, but he slowly realizes that Dracula has good in-
tentions and that the Order is the true threat to the people. Van Helsing will eventually become 
Dracula’s unexpected ally against the Order, providing for a fun twist on the usual Dracula / Van 

Helsing dynamic.



from The fiLmmakers Who BroughT you






